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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner – 1993
Piero Angela

Journalist, T elevision Conductor and It alian W riter

[Born: T urin, It aly, December 22, 1928….]

A natural wealth, like petroleum, is not worth anything without an invention like the one of the motor,
that makes its use possible. As it says the proverb, “it is not possible to be rich and ignorant for more
than a generation”. Therefore, I mean that the understanding of the social and economic power of the
technology is one of the pillars on which always I have constructed my activity like publishing.

The second pillar is science like culture, that really is philosophy, is to say to the great questions on
our  past and our future. In this sense it is possible even to be arrived at disciplines like archaeology and
the anthropology.

...Piero Angela

§ It must have always a mind opened, but therefore not opened that the brain falls for earth.
§ When one is ignited light bulb, s’inquina always from some part.
§ For that it perceives a yield that it does not produce, is who  produces a yield  that it does not

perceive.
...Piero Angela
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Piero Angela
Biographical Profile

Biography

Music

Son of medical and anti-fascist Vercelli Carlo Angela,
at the age of seven years began to take private
lessons in piano and, later, began to develop his
interest in jazz music. Twenty years in 1948 under
the name Peter Angela  is produced in various jam
sessions in jazz-club Torino. In the same year was
noted dall’impresario Sergio Bernardini, who invited
him to play in the inaugural evening of Capannina of
Viareggio. In the early fifties formed – along with
drummer Franco Mondini-a musical trio, which
alternatedf various contrabbassisti. The trio were
joined often recall artists such as Red Nini Franco

Pisano el’ex cornettista of Duke Ellington, Rex
Stewart. Meanwhile recruited RAI, in 1952 stopped
the music professional activities to devote himself
to journalism.

Despite having abandoned since then the musical
professional activities, Piero Angela remained a lover
of jazz, albeit only as an amateur: it’s not
uncommon, when a transmission by him conduct
touches topics in some way connected with the
music, such as phenomena acoustic, to see him
play piano and playing with jazz musicians known
professionals.

Piero Angela (T urin, December 1928)

Journalist, Scientific Advisor and Italian Pianist.
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Journalism

The first task within the state broadcasting was as
a reporter and collaborator of Giornale Radio. With
the advent of television (1954) Angela passed to
Telegiornale, which was corresponding first from
Paris, then from Brussels, from 1955 to 1968.
Together with Andrea Barbato was the conductor of
the first edition of Telegiornale National 13:30 and,
in 1976, was the first conductor of TG2.

Influenced by the lesson documentary by Roberto
Rossellini in 1968 Piero Angela produced a
documentary series entitled The future in space,
on the Apollo program (whose purpose was to bring
the first astronauts on the Moon). Then began a
long scientific dissemination  activities, which in
subsequent years led him to produce numerous
broadcasts information such as Destination Man
(ten episodes), From zero to three years (three
episodes), Where is the world? (Five episodes), In
the darkness of light years (eight episodes), Survey
criticism on parapsychology (seven episodes), In
the cosmos in search of life (five episodes).

In February 2006, on the eve of general elections
the site of Corriere della Sera asked readers through
a poll, which personality of journalism would have
preferred to moderate the upcoming televised debate
between two candidates premier, Romano Prodi and
Silvio Berlusconi. Piero Angela, a journalist for the
most scientific, surprisingly won the survey,
surpassing a wide range of political journalists.
Interviewed by Corriere, Angela declared not to be
concerned for the post. A moderate two debates
were then Clemente Mimun and Bruno Vespa.

Scientific Disclosure

At the end of the seventies, Angela decided to devote
himself entirely to carry out programmes of
disclosure : the first, 1981, was Quark, the first
television broadcast of this kind aimed at general
audiences. The formula, still stands, was innovative:
put in all the technological means available and the
resources of television communication to make

family topics: documentaries BBC and David
Attenborough, the cartoons of Bruno Bozzetto used
to explain the concepts more difficult, interviews with
experts set out in the clearest possible language
consistent with the complexity of the arguments,
explanations in the studio. From the software-based
sprang several spin-offs, some of which are still
generatedf: Documentaries naturalistic (Quark
special and world Quark), financial (Quark
Economics) and political (Quark Europe).

It was the 1984 draft Pills of Quark, thirty-second
spot on topics technical, scientific, educational,
social, medical, broadcast at times variables on Rai
Uno and still on the air . In the same year Piero
Angela realized the first talk-show entertainment
purposes mixed with popularizing science: the first
six evenings live with the public, the Foro Italico,
with personalities from the worlds of culture, science,
entertainment and sport on stage to interact with
the audience.

In 1986 and 1987 realized from Palazzetto dello
Sport Turin in front of eight thousand spectators,
the first two evenings on Rai Uno on the problems
of climate: atmosphere and oceans, which was
followed three television series that exploiting new
technologies in the graphic representation through
computer: a journey inside the human body (The
marvelous machine, in eight episodes), in Prehistoric
times (the Planet of dinosaurs, in four episodes),
and space (Travel in the Cosmos, in seven episodes).
These series, done with the collaboration of his son
Alberto, were translated into English and sold in
over forty European countries, American and Asian
(Arab countries and China included).

Del 1988 was also Quark Italian documentary series
in nature, environment, exploration, animal products
and directed by Italians (including the same Alberto
Angela, who created some documentaries in Africa).

In 1995 was born Superquark during which, on June
4, 1999, wee celebrating the two thousand episodes
of the project Quark (and their subsidiaries). In that
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same year the Special Superquark evenings

Monothematic on subjects of great interest social,

psychological and scientific, and collaboration to

television programme Domenica In…, in which Piero

Angela was conductor of a space dedicated to

culture.

Since 2000, finally, Piero and Alberto Angela are

authors of Ulysses, a program aimed monographs

on historical and scientific discoveries.

In parallel to the layman on television, Piero Angela

has played and still plays, publishing activities,

always informative . For a long time is curator of the

heading ‘Science and Society’ on the weekly TV

Sorrisi e Canzoni, and he was also curator and

supervisor of the monthly Quark, which he himself

founded in 2001 and subsequently dissolved in 2006

for lack of funds, which, along the lines dell’omonima

television broadcast, was scientific issues in a

manner accessible to the public. Piero Angela is

also author of over thirty books, many of them

translated into English, German and Spanish, with

a circulation of more than three million copies.

In 1989 Piero Angela was among the founders of

CICAP (which is a member actual), Association for

the control of the paranormal, created to promote

science education and the critical spirit, and to

investigate the actual existence of the alleged

paranormal phenomena.

During his long activities Piero Angela has received

numerous awards in Italy and abroad, including the

premium of Kalinga ‘UNESCO on the merits in

popularizing science, and numerous honorary

degrees (currently eight).

In 2000 Piero Angela was quoted in court for

defamation by two associations homeopathic

(FIAMO and SIMO in a civil case and a criminal),

following the submission of Superquark of ‘July 11,

2000 in which the accused was homeopathic

medicine not have scientific basis, without giving

the floor to supporters of this discipline. Angela was

acquitted in both cases.

The January 22, 2008 receives during the Night of

Telegatti, telegatto career.

TV Programs

The following programs were passed by nearly all

Raiuno.

§ The future in space (1968)

§ Destination man (1971)

§ From zero to three years

§ Where should the world?

§ In the darkness of light years

§ Survey parapsychology (1978)

§ In the cosmos in search of life (1980)

§ Quark (1981), which has generated an entire
family of transmission :

§ Pills of Quark (1983)

§ The world of Quark (1984)

§ Economics Quark (1986)

§ Quark Europe (1986)

§ Quark Special

§ Quark Science

§ Encyclopedia of Quark (1993)

§ Superquark (1994)

§ Special Superquark (1999)

§ The marvelous machine (1990)

§ Evening Ocean (1991)

§ The planet of dinosaurs (1993)

§ Travel in the cosmos (1998)

§ Ulysses – the pleasure of discovery (only author
on Raitre, 2000)
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Honours

§§§§§ Grand Officer Order of Merit of the Italian
Republic

May 26, 2004. The initiative of President of the
Republic.

§§§§§ Gold Medal to praiseworthy culture and art

“Journalist and writer. It has the merit of having
addressed the sciencfic language with a clear
and precise, understandable to everyone”.
March 2, 1999

§§§§§ Order Commendatore al Merito della
Repubblica Italiana

May 30, 2001. The initiative of President of the
Republic .

Trivia

§ In his residence in Turin, has a complete
skeleton of Compsognathus longipes.

§ In 2002 the magazine Mickely Mouse appeared
the character Piero Papera, conductor of the
transmission Super Quack, inspired by the
famous journalist Turin.

§ In his name was called the ‘asteroid  7197
Pieroangela.

Bibliography

§ Travel into the world of paranormal- Survey
parapsychology, 1st ed. 1978. New ed.
Mondadori, Milan 2000

§ In the cosmos in search of life, 1 st ed. 1980.
New ed. Garzanti, Milan 1998

§ Atmosphere: A Comprehensive Guide, (with
Lorenzo Pinna) 1990 Mondadori Milan

§ The extraordinary story (with Alberto Angela).
1st ed. 1989. New ed. Mondadori, Milan 1995,
ISBN 88-04-33188-7

§ The extraordinary history of life on earth (with
Alberto Angela), 1st ed. 1994. New ed.
Mondadori, Milan 2003

§ Ocean. Mondadori, Milan 1994

§ The country of cleverly (with Bruno Bozzetto).
Graphics and Art, Inc. 1996

§ The mysteries of sleep – New discoveries on
the night of our lives. Mondadori, Milan 1996

§ Nine months in the mother’s belly (with Alberto
Angela). Mondadori 1996

§ Dialogues of the century (with Giuliano Toraldo
France). Giunti, Florence 1996, ISBN
8809208382

§ Inside the Mediterranean (with  Alberto Angela),
Mondadori, 1997

§ The extraordinary adventure of a life that is born
(with Alberto Angela), Mondadori, 1998, 2003

§ Telling Science, Practice, 1998

§ Travel in Cosmos – Discovering the mysteries
of the universe (with Alberto Angela), Rai-Eri;
Mondadori, 1999

Piero Angela in Trento for the submission of La
challenge of the century (2006)
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§ Sharks (with Alberto Angela, Alberto L. Recchi),
Mondadori, 2000

§ The landscape that will be (with Alberto Angela,
Alberto L. Recchi), Mondadori, 2000

§ Monsters marine (with Alberto Angela, Alberto
L. Recchi), Mondadori, 2001

§ Alpha and Beta. From the stars intelligence,
Mondadori, 2001

§ Journey in Science. From the Big Bang
biotechnology, Mondadori, 2002

§ Awards & Punishment. In search of happiness,
Mondadori, 2002

§ The planet of dinosaurs (with Alberto Angela),

Mondadori, 2002

§ From zero to three years, Mondadori, 2002

Mondadori, 2005 ISBN 8804514906

§ Did amerò forever, Rai-Eri; Mondadori, 2005

ISBN 8804514906.

§ The challenge of the century (with Lorenzo

Pinna), Mondadori, 2006 ISBN 88-04-56071-1

§ Why do we need to do more children (with

Lorenzo Pinna), Mondadori, 2008 ISBN

8804580941

q
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Pieor Angela
(Turin, 22 December 1928-----)

A Journalist, Scientific Popularizer and Italian Pianist.

Piero Angela

Born : December 22, 1928
Turin, Italy

Nationality : Italian

Occupation : Journalist
Scientific popularizer
Pianist

Children : Alberto Angela

Biography

Music

Son of the physician and Turinese antifascist Carlo
Angela, to the seven year-old age it began to take
private lessons of piano and, more before, it began
to develop his interest for the music jazz. To twenty,
in the 1948, with the name of Piero Angela it
produced him in various jam session in the jazz-
club. In the same year he was noticed by the
entrepreneur Sergio Bernardini, that invitied  him/it
to play in the inaugural evening of the Capannina of
Viareggio. In the first ones Years 1950 it formed –
together with the batterist Franco Mondini – a
musical trio, in which launchings were alternated
contrabassist. To the tris artists of call were added
what often for instance Nini Rosso, Franco Pisano
and the ex cornetist of Duke Ellington, Rex Stewart.
In the meantime assumed in RAI, in the 1952 it
stopped the musical activity professionistica to
devote himself to the journalism.

Journalism

The first charge in the corporate body radiotelevisivo
of State was as reporter and collaborator of the
Giornale Radio; with the advent of the television
(1954) Angela passed to the Newscast, for which
was corresponding, first from Paris, then from
Brussels, from the 1955 to the 1968. Together to
Andrea Barbato it was the conductor of the 13.30
National Newscast first edition and, in the 1976, it
was the first conductor of the TG2. Influenced by
the lesson documentary  of Roberto Rossellini, in
the 1968 Piero Angela realized a series of
documentaries from the title II futuro nello spazio,
on the theme of the program Apollo (whose purpose

was that to bring the first ones astronauties on her
Moon). Did it begin therefore a long activity of
scientific popularization, that brought him to produce
numerous transmissions of information in the
following years among which Destinazione Uomo
(Destination Human – ten episodes), Da zero a tre
anni (From zero to three – threee episodes), Dove
va il mondo? (Where the world goes – five
episodes), Nel buio degli anni luce (in the dark of
lightyears – eight episodes), Indagine sulla
parapsicologia (Inquiring on parapsicology – five
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episodes), Nel cosmo alla ricerca della vita (In the
cosmons seeking for life – five episodes).

Scientific Popularization

At the end of the 1970s, Angela decided to entirely
devote himself to the realization of programs of
popularization: the first one, in 1981, was Quark,
that was the first television broadcast of such kind
aimed to a general public. The idea, still topical
today, was innovative: they used all the
technological means available  and the resources
of the television communication  for the themes to
be communicated by the average family: the
documentaries of the BBC and of David
Attenborough, cartoons of Bruno Bozzetto used for
explaining the most difficult concepts, interviews with
the experts with the clearest possible language in
line with the complexity of the subjects, the
explanations in studio. From the base program
originated many different spin-off, some of which stil
exist: naturalistic documentaries (Quark speciale
and II mondo di Quark), financial (Quark Economia)
and political (Quark Europa). In 1984 the project
Pillole di Quark was firstly aired. It consisted in
short spots of thirty seconds about technical,
medical, scientific, social and educational subjects.
It was aired on Rai Uno. In the same year Piero
Angela realized the first talk-show with finality of
diversion popularization mixture scientific: evenings
you are first live with the public, from the Italic Hole,
with characters of the world of the  culture, of the
science, of the show and of the sport on the stage
to interact with the stage. In the 1986 and in the
1987 it realized, from the Sport’s hall of Turin in
front of eight thousand spectators, two first evenings
on Rai Uno on the problems of the climate:
atmosphere and oceans, which followed three
television series through that the new technologies
of graphic representation exploited  computer: a trip
inside the human body (La Macchina meravigliosa,
in eight episodes), in the prehistory (II pianeta dei
dinosauri, in four episodes), and in the space (Viaggio
nel cosmo, in seven episodes). Such series, realize

with the collaboration of his son Alberto, they were
translated in english and sold in over forty Countries
Europeans, Americans and Asiatic (Arabic
Countries and China included). Of the 1988 it was,
also, Quark italiani, series of documentaries of
nature, environment, exploration, world animal
products and realized by Italian authors (among
which the same Alberto Angela, that realized some
documentaries in Africa). In the 1995 it was born
Superquark, during which, the 4 June 1999, the two
thousand episodes of the project were celebrated
Quark (and relative filiations). Of that same year also
him Speciali di Superquark, evenings monotematiche
on you deduce of great social, psychological and
scientific interest and the collaboration to the
television program Domenica In…, in which Piero
Angela was conductor of a space devoted to the
culture. From the 2001, finally, Piero and Alberto
Angela are authors of Ulisse, a program  consisting
of monographic episodes about historical and
scientific  subjects. Parallelly to the popular activity
in television, Piero Angela has developed, and it still
develops, publishing activity, always to contained
informative . From long time it is administrator of
the index book <<Scienza e società>> on the
magazine TV Sorrisi e Canzoni; he has been,
besides, administrator and supervisor of the monthly
one Quark, from himself founded in the 2001 and
subsequently loose in the 2006 for lack of funds,
that, on the model of the homonym telecast, it treated
scientific themes in way accessible to the public.
Piero Angela is also author of over thirty books,
many of which translated in English, German and
Spanish, with a general circulation of over three
million copies. In  1989 Piero Angela was the leading
founder of CICAP (to which he still belongs), an
association for the investigation of claims on the
paranormal, created in order to promote critical
thinking and the scientific method in the
investigation of anomalous phenomena. During his
long activity Piero Angela has received numerous
recognitions  in Italy and to the foreign countries,
among which the Kalinga prize of the UNESCO for
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the worths in the popularization scientific, and
numerous degrees honoris causa (currently eight).
Despite has abandoned the musical activity
professionistic in the 1952, Piero Angela has
remained a student of the jazz, although only as
dilettante: It is not infrequent,  when a transmission
from him conducted it touches matters somehow
connected with the music, as for instance the
acoustic phenomenons, to see to perform him/it him
to the piano and to play together with known jazz
players professionals.

Television Programs

All the following programs have been  transmitted
by Raiuno.

n II futuro nello spazio (1968)

n Destinazione uomo (1971)

n Da zero a tre anni

n Dove va il mondo?

n Nel buio degli anni luce

n Indagine sula parapsicologia (1978)

n Nel cosmo alla ricerca della vita (1980)

n Quark (since 1981), that it has produced a
transmissions’s whole family:

n Pillole di Quark (since 1983)

n II mondo di Quark (since 1984)

n Quark Economia (1986)

n Quark Europa (1986)

n Quark Speciale

n Quark Scienza

n Enciclopedia di Quark (1993)

n Superquark (since 1994)

n Speciali di Superquark (since 1999)

n La macchina meravigliosa (1990)

n Serata Oceano (1991)

n II pianeta dei dinosauri (1993)

n Viaggio nel cosmo (1998)

Curiosity

n In the February 2006, to the eve of the
elections politics the site of the Corriere della Sera
churches to the readers, through a survey, what
personality of the journalism would have preferred
for moderating the imminent television debate among
the two candidates premier, Romano Prodi and Silvio
Berlusconi. Piero Angela, journalist for the most
scientific , surprisingly won the survey surpassing
a think team of political journalists. Interviewed by
the Corriere, Angela declared not to be interested
to the charge. To moderate the two debates they
were then Clemente Mimun and Bruno Vespa.

n In his Turinese residence, it possesses a
precious collection of Roman vases of imperial epoch
and a complete skeleton of Compsognathus
longipes.

References

1. ^Luca Gelmini. <<I lettori hanno deciso:
Angela moderatore>> (<<The readers have
decided: Angela moderator>>) (http://
www.corriere.it/Primo_Piano/Politica/2006/
02_Febbraio/13/angela.shtml), interview to
Piero Angela from the Corriere della Sera
on line, 15 February 2006].

Source :

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piero_Angela

q
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Piero Angela

Been born to Turin in 1928, Piero Angela enters in
RAI like reporter and collaborator of the Radio
newscast. From 1955 to the 1968 e’ correspondent
of the Television news; from Paris and subsequently
from Brussels. It introduces with to Bearded Andrea
the first edition of the Tg of the 13,30 and in 1976 e’
the first conductor of the Tg2.

In the course of last the 30 years Piero Angela it
invents and it realizes hundred of programs with the
various formulas piu’. Beyond re-uniting in series
the naturalistic documentary (special Quark and the
World of Quark), the scientific rubrica Quark creates
in 1980.

In the meantime it realize with a formula originates
them 14 aiming of Quark economy, an 9 heading of
Quark Europe (Using also here animated cardboards

of Tawny Sketch in order to explain the more difficult
concepts).

In 1983 it invents Pills of Quark, 200 small sport of
30 second ones that are pass beyond 5.000 times
in the programs of RAI One to you Create the Italian
Quark series making to produce to Italian authors
approximately 50 documentary of nature,
atmosphere, exploration, animals (realizing of some
with the son Alberto Angela in Africa).

It then realizes three great television series of all
the innovative ones: The wonderful machine, the
Planet of the Dinosauri and Viaggio in the cosmos.
These series, realized with Alberto Angela, have
been turns also in English language and sold in
beyond 40 countries all over the world, from Europe
to the America, the Arabic countries to Asia
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enclosed China. Beyond to the evenings to directed
topic in from the Palazzetto of the sport of Turin on
the great problems of the atmosphere and from the
auditorium of Rome, where it had re-united on the
stage  great scientists and personages of the show,
in 1995 Superquark is born. E’ the last one of serious
of the science programs the nature and technology.
The 4 june ’99 just in Superquark, celebrate the 2000
aiming of Quark (and distributions).

In the ’99 it leads moreover a space dedicated to
the culture to the inside of the program Sunday In In
the same year it leave the sixth edition of
Superquark. Happened of the transmission in all the
these years confirmation the interest of the television
public for the formula of the rich program of services,
rubriche and interviews. The 12 june 2002 returns
the serale appointment  with Superquark, that it
reaches the eighth edition. In these trent’ years Piero
Angela it not only carries out activity of spreading
in television, but also on newspapers and weeklies
magazine, with articles and inserti.

It has written ventotto books, some of translate which

in English, German and Spanish, with one pulling

of beyond two million and half of copies. It not only

obtains prizes in Italy but also to the foreign country

(in the United States and Japan) and has received

to Paris the prestigious international prize Kalinga

of the Unesco for the scientific spreading. For its

activity cause has received six lauree honoris.

In 1999 it begins a series of Special of Superquark,

have gone some in wave 12 until today, we remember

the large one happening of the two evenings dedicated

to Leonardo From You win, seen give beyond

7.500.000 of spectators. From two yeas they go in

wave with large succeeding the  monothematic

evenings Superquark, dedicated to arguments great

psychological and scientific social interest, debated

in public study with filmati experts and. Last in wave

the this winter:” come is born and ends a love”, “the
child and the mind: the challenge in order to grow
“and” the zoo human: we and the others”.

q
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Multimediale Encyclopedia of Philosophical Sciences

PIERO ANGELA

Been born to Turin in 1928, Piero Angela enters in

RAI like reporter and collaborator of the Radio

newscast. From 1955 to 1968 he is correspondent

of the Television news; from Paris and subsequently

from Brussels. He introduces with to Bearded Andrea

the first edition of the Tg of the 13,30 and in 1976 he

is the first conductor of the Tg2.

To the end of 1968 he begins to turn a documentary

series, from the title it the future in the space,
dedicates you to the plan Apollo who must carry

the first astronauts on the Moon. Curious this series

has the same musical acronym-the Air on the

quarter rope of J.S. Bach-that its successive series

accompany Angela in all then : Dimension Man
(ten aiming), From zero to three  aiming years
(three), Where goes the world?  (five heading), In
buio of the light years (eight aiming), Surveying

on par apsicologia  (five heading), In the cosmos
to the search of life  (five aiming )etc

In the course of last trent’anni the Piero Angela it
invents and it realizes hundred of programs with the
more various formulas. Beyound re-uniting in series
the naturalistic documentary (special Quark  and
the world of Quark ), the scientific rubrica Quark
creates in 1980.

Meantime realizes with a formula originates them
fourteen here aiming of Quark Economy  and nine
heading of Quark Europe  (using also animated
cardboards of Tawny Sketch in order to explain the
more difficult concepts).

In 1983 it realizes nine film-dossier on science; it
invents Pills of Quark,  two hundred small sport of
thirty second ones that are pass to you beyond
cinquemila times in the programs of RaiUno. It
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creates the Italian Quark  series making to produce
to Italian authors approximately fifty documentary
of nature, atmosphere, exploration, animals (and
realizing of some with the son Alberto Angela in
Africa).

In 1986 and the 1987 door science in the Palazzetto
of the Sport of Turin, in front of ottomila watching,
realizing two great programs in first evening on
problems of the climate: atmosphere and the oceans.
It realizes three great completely innovative
television series then, traveling within the human
body (the wonderful Machine  in eight heading),
the preistoria (the planet of the dinosauri  in four
heading), and the space (Travel in the cosmos,
seven heading). These series, realized with Alberto
Angela,  have been turns also in English language
and sold in beyond  forty countries all over the world,
from Europe to the America, the Arabic countries
to Asia (enclosed China).

In 1984 it had invented an other formula: six
programs in directed with the public, always in first
evening, from the Italico Hole, re-uniting with on the
stage scientists and personages of the show
(singers, actors, attrici, presentatori etc).

Superquark  is the last NATO in the series of the

science programs, nature and technology of which

Angela he is author and conductor. And the 4 june

1999, just in Superquark,  celebrate with cake and

candeline, the two thousand aiming of Quark (and

distributions). In the ’99 it leads moreover a space

dedicated to the culture inside of the program

Sunday In the same year it leave the sixth edition

of Superquark.

Happened of the transmission in all the these years

confirmation the interest of the television public for

the formula of the rich program of services, rubriche

and interviews. The 5 june 2001 returns the serale

appointment with Superquark, that it reaches the

seventh edition.

In these trent’anni Piero Angela not only carries out

activity of spreading in television, but also on

newspapers and weeklies magazine, with articles

and inserti.

He has written ventotto books, some of which

translate in English, German and Spanish, with one

pulling of beyond two million and half of copies. He

not only obtains prizes in Italy but also abroad (in

the United States and Japan) and has received to

Paris the prestigious international prized Kalinga

of the Unesco for the scientific spreading. For its
activity cause has received four lauree honoris.

q
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Italian Committee for the Control of the Affirmations on the
Paranormale (CICAP)

The CICAP Promotes a Scientific Surveying and Critic in the
Comparisons of the Paranormale.

ENCYCLOPEDIA / PERSONAGES

 Piero Angela

Piero Angela (n. 1928), journalist, writer and
scientific divulgatore, has been foreign
correspondent of RAI, conductor of television news,
documentary author, has written 23 books of
scientific spreading and from years it leads today
for Raiuno “Quark” (SuperQuark).

Angela has the merit to have faced, for before the
time in Italy, “the paranormale” argument from a
critical point of view. In 1978, an inquiry on the
parapsicologia was commissioned it from RAI. Left
therefore without some preconcept, but with the
intention to make clarity and it is not made to take
in turn, Angela interviewed  most famous
parapsicologi of the age, the critics us more

smaliziati and been worth of the advising of James

Extremities, already then the most famous illusionist

engaged in surveying of the paranormale. The inquiry,

than was translate in six aming of an hour one gone

in wave the Saturday evening to the 22,00, it

demanded a job year and it represented first, and

the up to now most successful one, example than

serious television surveying on paranormale (the six

heading were dedicated, in the order, to: Uri Geller;

a examination of famous paranormali phenomena,

the search in laboratory; the healers; the spiritismo;
a debate in study with criti to us and parapsicologi).
The critics us could for before the time express the
own opinion and demonstrate the inattendibilità of
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the parapsicologica experimentation; also the
parapsicologi they could say theirs and, although
Angela had not considered the Italian search for lack
of critical surveyings, he dedicated the last nose-
dive of the series to a debate with some parapsicologi
Italian (therefore, did not deal itself, as they tried to
make to then believe sure supporters of the
paranormale, of intentional “a riparatoria”
transmission from RAI to continuation of the critics
raised from the program, but of one aimed previewed
sin from the beginning). Unavoidablly, the inquiry
triggered every type of controversy and the
newspapers of it spoke for months. To the television
series it made followed a book, Travel in the  world
of the paranormale, and the attempt to form a
committee of skeptics as it already existed in United
States (CSICOP). In you open them 1978 was
rendered famous one declaration, singed from 22
scientists and investigators (between which:
Edoardo Amaldi, Daniel Bovet, Silvio Garattini, Hack
Daisy, Ida Mallets, Dànilo Mainardi , George Tecce,
Giuliano Toraldo of France, Roberto Vacca and Aldo
Visalberghi), in which the dedicated increasing

space from the mass was denounced medium to
pseudoscientific  information on presumed

paranormali phenomena and auspicava the birth of

a committee in a position to stimulating a more

responsible information on these topics.

The committee, however, not nacque until 1989,

when officially the promoted CICAP was founded,

once again, from Angela. In this occasion, RAI

newly sent in wave the television series of Angela

on the parapsicologia to which, in the meantime,

they were aimed new additions dedicated to other

phenomena. From the, continuous Angela to follow

and to promote the activity of the  CICAP,

participating to its conferences, taking part on its

review Scienza & Paranormale with one rubrica fixed

(“the other bell”) and commenting on the average

news of the relative present time to the paranormale.

In june 1996, in consideration of its job it is like

scientific divulgatore that like objective commentator
of the paranormale, the CSICOP has assigned and
official acknowledgment to it in the course of the
first world-wide conference of the skeptics.

q
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The Cosmic Minimalism of Piero Angela

by

Adriano Autino

The TV programmes of RAI 1 were a really great
start to the New Year thanks overall to the broadcast
of Piero Angela, which keeps all the proponents of
spaceflight and of human space development glued
to he TV set on Fridays.

Moreover the splendid synthetic images show us
how far, not only in the laboratories of Steven
Spielberg, the technology of the computerized
simulation has come. We must spend some words
of praise also for the choice of themes a result of
consultation with Piero Bianucci. A peaceful
journalist who, without rows and without sprinkling
his presence around like parsley  in the various soap-
talk-shows, succeeds in placing some important
themes of reflection in first-evening transmissions.
A model of seriousness and scientific rigor for the
ones who, often as volunteers and without sponsors,
try to deepen philosophical and scientific themes
and to propose them to the public reflection and
discussion.

Even if obliquely, “Voyage in the Cosmos” touched
all the themes that today are at the center of
discussion, if not of the projects, of the Space
Agencies: the exploration of the Sun System and
potential exploitation of its enormous resources; from
orbiting cities (clearly inspired to The High Frontier-
Human Colonies in Space, a book written, in 1976,
by Gerard ONeill), to the Energy from Satellites;
the building of a Lunar Colony; the experimentation
of artificial ecosystems of Biosphere 2. It was not
possible to expect that an emission of popular
character, even of great value, enter directly in the
political, social and philosophical problems that the

theme raiss, even if some signs came from the,
very educated, questions of the Florentine students.

The surprising thing is that Angela wanted to keep
a very low profile (or too high, if you prefer) on the
general philosophical themes of the human
development. Thus the generous Tuscan smile of
Margherita Hack was wasted – she is a lady that is

able to communicate the most fascinating scientifical
concepts as she was indicating the best fruits to

the housewifes on the market desks – to answer
that “the Pure Research goes where she wants, and
sooner or later we will see the fall-out even in the

daily life”. This answer was given to the classical
and expected question (I should had found strange

if this question was not posed): “Why should we
spend money in space, instead of improving  the
life on the Earth?” I dare say that the answer finds

me in agreement: they will never defend enough the
Pure Research against the ones that want to see it

competing on the market. A good subject for another
TV broadcast could be a review of the history of

some fall – outs, that the Humanity would never
have had if a fine number of minds didn’t “throw their
money” in the Pure Research. I too had given that

answer, but not for the first, and surely not without
other answers. How to be silent at all on the need of

a new development paradigma, seen that the old
one of the development without limits in a closed
world system finally showed its insufficiency
(economical, ecological, social and political)? How
it is possible to let the people think that the
knowledge of the Universe was—all considered –
nothing more than a fancy, not urgent nor needed
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for our day life? Was it maybe secondary when
Galileo stated that or Earth is rotating around the
Sun, and not viceversa? By the way, if many
shortsighted  people go round with glasses on their
noses, it is thanks to the visionary – and for his
times delirious – ideas of Galileo Galilei. And today,
how is it possible to think that was not absolutely
vital  to know that our Sun is not the center of the
Universe, and to know, even in a rough way, what is
our position in a greater context? And, overall, to
know what is the possibility, technological and
cultural, for us to make a step suitable to our powers,
reaching out to a wider courtyard for our home?

Instead we saw a shy evasion of Angela  and his
court. Margherita Hack was restless on her chair,
like Pierino when he wanted to say his unseemly
sentence, but could not because the teacher was
frowning at him. Some ASIs representatives were
presented as the ones calling for money from the
taxpayers, but with no-one knowing exactly why. In
fact Angela was saying, more or less: “Since the
beginning Humanity makes things without knowing

why, but it always was so; thus we will go into space,
too….” No, I wasn’t quite expecting such a poor
standard. Mostly because the reasons (or rationales,
according ot the Agencies slang) to go into the
space have been for many years theme of
discussion, even if only in the narrow clubs of the
so called Space Community, it is true. They are
great themes and great choices, that can frighten
the people, and surely sound discordant and in
contradiction to the soft new-age atmosphere – a
product of little, weak, minds, only aimed at an
holistic, contemplative, representation of reality, and
which accurately avoids suggesting concepts and
clear political positions. But it is my strong conviction
that, this time, Humanity can save itself and continue
its development only if it will know very well what it
is doing and why. The space development will not
happen by itself, like a spontaneous plant, but only
following strong choices, discussed and shared by
large majorities. Nor is there so much time. A
modern, not minimalist, journalism should know how
to finally bring this discussion into society, because
all the people are involved.

q
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PIERO ANGELA CELEBRATES THE 70 YEARS

WITH THE QUARTER BACHELOR HONORIS CAUSE

Lto faculty of Sciences of the University

of the Studies Gabriel D’ Annunzio of

Chieti and Pescara cause in Geologic

Sciences to Piero Angela confers the bachelor

honoris., the quarter for the famous scientific

divulgatore that they give little has caught up the

considerable goal of the 70 years.

The bestowal ceremony keeps 29 Fridays January

to hours 17 near the Auditorium of the new

Rettorato of the Teatino Athenaeum. The initiative

is been born two years ago on proposal of prof.

the Uberto Increasing, then Chancellor of the

Athenaeum, and capacity to fulfillment of prof. the

Tawny Di Sabatino, former preside of the Faculty

of Sciences MM. FF. NN.

Piero Angela,  these the motivations, have had
large-capacity to transmit complex scientific
aspects using a language audiovisual aid
exemplificativo but essential and commisurato to
the receptive abilities to the listener without never
to affect the scientific  rigor. In fact it has promoted,
concurred and consolidated, the motivations, the
spread of the culture of Biological Sciences
continue, of Natural Sciences, of Sciences It in
particular acclimatizes them and that one of
Geologic Sciences. He has moreover stimulated
in years the interest and the first acquaintance of
Geologic Sciences in a more and more immense
platea of young television listeners, carries out
therefore an action of first guideline of the young
people towards their future university choices.

q
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BACHELOR IN VETERINAR Y TO PIERO ANGELA

Honoris cause to Bariums for “the excellence of its
work of divulgatore in the several areas of interest of
the discipline”.

Piero Angela doctor honorees cause in Medicine
veterinary. Tomorrow afternoon, in the center of
Valenzano, in fact, the University will assign to Piero
Angela, writer, journalist and scientific divulgatore,
the acknowledgement for “the excellence of its work
of divulgatore in the several areas of interest of the
discipline”.

The proposal has been introduced from the Medicine
faculty veterinary because “dottor the Piero Angela
– it is written in the motivation of the faculty, that it
will be read from preside the Canio Buonavoglia –
joins deep acquaintance of several the biological
aspects, socioeconomici but also more exquisitely
emotional that tie the man to the animal, to
competences in the field of the etologtia, the
medicine, alimentary sciences, of the ecology, than
rispecchiano in excellent way it objects you of the
formative distance of sciences veterinaries . The

wisdom mails in the use of the
telecommunicationses and of the technologies of
the average it has had a positive and deep infuence
in the radical change that has been taken place
that it has been taken place from ventennio to a this
part in the vision of the role of the animal in the
society and the interpretation bioethics of the animal
well-being”.

The chancellor will introduce the ceremony  Giovanni

Girone.

The laudatio he will be held from Clear university

professor Belloli, Angela will hold the lectio doctoralis

on “scientific Culture in television”.

Angela has nearly forty years of journalistic

profession, is author of 28 books, tens of

transmissions of scientific spreading, hundred of

articles publishes to you, and has held tens and

tens of conferences.

Gazette of the noon, 17 November 2004

q
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Piero Angela - Interview Raiuno Raidue
[ Interview to Piero Angela ]

Piero Angela celebrates in this television season
its 45 years of uninterrupted and fruitful
professional  collaboration with RAI: an
occasion in order to travel over again with to he
the stages more meaningful than this road, in
order to understand which is the secrets of the
happened one of its formula of communication
with the public, in order launch  one look on
the future of the scientific spreading.

My passion for science always has existed, but it
was submergeeed, hidden. Therefore Piero Angela
tells its first encounter with what then it would have
become the thread conductor of its profession ed
also a po’ of happened its vita when was journalist
of the Tg. Emerged E’ when I have followed from
the United States, for the Television news, the Apollo
plan, realizing directed in occasion for the launch,
service for Tv 7 and four documentary . Born E’
therefore my passion for the technology spaces
them, but above all the base search that was behind
and that it was involved disciplines like astronomy,
astrophysics, the esobilogy, cosmology. To the
Apollo plan 600 mila persons  worked, searching in
every direction  and field, from that one of the
propellants to the human physiology: then  account
of how much is rendered me could be strong the
relationship between science and technology, and
has met in the laboratories Americans a world of
the search rich of human resources, lively, opened.
For a curious person as me it has been a fascinating
experience, that it has given way to me to discover
that what truly I wanted to make; for how much in
fact the Tg of the 13,30 (of which Angela it has been
one of the first conductors, ndr) was livelier and little
ingessato than that serale, account is rendered me
that I preferred to go to bottom and to dig in one
single news, rather than to give of many without to

stop itself on nobody. Therefore, they are passed to
the special services of the Tg, and I have  realized
ten documentary on the  state of the search, on
Biology, the human  brain and therefore via, a year
and means of job. From then, never they are not
stopped me: from every documentary the curiosity
was born, the cue for that successive one, exploring
in this way all the fields of the knowledge, toe 360
degrees. They are occupied to me of the mental
development in the first infancy, then of the imminent
crises in the world-before that the energetic crisis
arrived, with a group of thirteen documentary realizes
to you in three resumptions then of astronomy, then
of the parapsicologia: realizing in this case a series
of programs criti to us much, that they have given
also the start to a committee ad hoc (the Cicap),
today much lively and active one, the whose objective
is just that one to reveal many makes  up of wizards,
sensiti to you and therefore via. Unitl the 80 I realized
same the documentary, but the production remained
necessarily limited: nevertheless there was much
demand for this type of programs. Therefore, I have
had the idea to create one rubricamagazine in a
position  to creating one synergy between
experiences of other authors: and Quark is been
born. The historical nucleus  of authors of Quark
some have gotten lost for road, but others work with
me from then: they are Lorenzo Fin, Giangi Poli
and Mark Visalberghi.

But also the same Quark  has been the cue for
other experiences, and other programs…

Yes, it has had many sons, grandsons,
cousinses…In the 81 il first year of programmazione
we went in wave to the 21, 30 after Dallas : formally
a second evening was considered, but it was be a
matter substantially of a first  Time. We have realized
18 heading, with average of beyond seven million
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viewers; then, visionando material for the program,
it is capitato to find to me of the beautifulst
naturalistic documentary, and is been born the idea
of special Quark, of which we have realized ten
heading. From then, every year has gone in wave is
the rubrica of science that that summery one.

Which is the secret of the longevity of Quark ?

That one to always renew themselves, to find every
time different formulas. I choose the journalists and
the  authors who work in writing based on their
professional abilities, to theirs want to make, to their
inclination to the group job. The spirit of equipe is
fundamental: in writing there is enthusiasm, is it
wants to work together: this gives to air and vivacità
to the program, and it turns out are looked at to
you, also in terms  of I listen. The objective is that
one to explore always new fields, but  with the
constant worry not to never tire the public. The thread
has been this  conductor of all that that is been
born from Quark. When account is rendered me that
was difficult to find other  positionings to the
documentary, I have had the idea of Pills of Quark:
thirty second ones ciascuna, to slip here and here
into the palimpsest. We have realized 200, of which
approximately a some thirty with animated
cardboards of Sketch, and they have had to incirca
the 5,000 passages: the public has appreciated to
them very many, and to have the gradimento of the
viewers he is fundamental. When a program goes
is demanded, and can obtain also the  first evenings:
in this season we have only realized some
approximately 40. But it never does not have to stop
itself to already made: after Quark the Evenings
Quark with the directed public in from the Italico
Hole, and personages of the show contrapposti to
scientists have arrived; the Evenings Nature, the
Encyclopedia of Quark, Quark Europe and Quark
economy, Superquark that has bound together to
the naturalistic documentary the rubriche on the most
disparati arguments dal sex to the cucina it always
faces to you but with a scientific optical, and finally
the Travels nel human body, in the world of the

dinosauri, hour in the cosmo that they are an other
way still to tell science.

Exists one today Italian documentaristica
production?

An Italian tradition exists, and exists of the good
directors; but sure in order to realize of the
documentary the market conditions must exist also.
It is worth however and always the problem of I Iisten:
the culture and science have need of through in order
arriving to the great public, to million persons, and
the experiments resolutions in this direction are not
many. It exists, in the problem, documentary offer
of language: it must know to invent produced that
they are scientifically correct, but at the same time
accessible to the great public. Same I, when I realize
a transmission, put myself from the point of view of
the scientist as far as the contents, and then from
the point of view of the public for the language to
adopt. As an example all my programs and my
books come reviews from scientists just in order to
guarantee the correctness of the contents; in a
profession as this is always on the thread of the
shaver, because it is necessary to  be at the same
time clear and fascinating. An idea as that one to
enter in the human body in order to tell it and to
explain of the operation is sure fascinating, but in
order to realize it they are taken advantage to me of
the collaboration of the director of the Institute of
Anatomy of the University of Rome. And I must say
that this my line has had very many
acknowledgements from the scientific community,
included three lauree honoris cause.

Which are the ingredients of the happened one
of Quark ?

To work very, with honesty and competence. E’
necessary to have  the intellectual  autonomy for
being able to say the things with cognition of cause,
but without schierarsi: above all when it is worked
in the public television. I feel myself really to the
service of the public, and creed that people if he
notices some. They are a po’ like teaching, and I
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feel this responsibility that  for me he is fundamental :
they are convinced that today a Country knows if
aims at the education, the school, the search, the
innovation to you, if aimed to form persons who are
in a position to adapting themselves to a world that
she changes. The true wealth to distribute is this;
and science is reached the time to understand how
much and the technology is in a position to
influencing in direct and strong way in the economy
of a Country. We think next to the problems of the
western society: to the denatalità due to the well-
being, the progressive aging of the population which
had to the steps ahead of the medicine, to
unemployment due to the more and more strongly
automatin of the job processes. In my life I have
seen to change Italy radically: cinquant’ years ago
a total existed nearly illiteracy, today the technology
has changed all: rivoluzionato our economy, it has
changed the education, and also the democracy.
This truth cannot be ignored: nevertheless today in
Italy only the 1,2 for hundreds of the Pil (Gross
Domestic Product) come destined to the search,
while in the other western Countries it is the double
quantity. And our investigators go to the foreign
country…. Except Iittle happy islands. One diffused
cultural backwardness exists in our Country that it
prevents to emerge also to who of it would have the
abilities.

Which are the scientific arguments that more
succeed to attract the attention of the public?

The animals are always the preferred ones, with to
the great shows of the nature: draft but of the more
expensive documentary to come true itself. But
today astronomy fascinates a lot also, and turns
out like always being involved the topic of the
progresses of the medicine.

Which perspectives see for the scientific
spreading?

E’a po’ like playing to chess: I do not know what
will happen to the fifteenth movement, but I know
that if I will play $R-al.meglio I find however in one

good position. Insomma must be attention to the
movements, always invent, earn on the field the
spaces. The birth of the thematic channels us could
open new roads, but I have in purpose not Iittle
perplexities: there is the risk that creates a ghetto,
a river basin of customers a lot motivated but narrow,
while to the mass of the public science would not
arrive more. And   instead the scope of my job, and
the job of all the writing of Quark, is just the contrary:
to catch up how many more persons possible.

What more takes care it in the future?

The scientific cultureless. Becoming simpler,
science is the pleasure to know and to discover the
great book of the nature, and to answer therefore
also to the great questions of the philosophy, like
the search of the origins of the life; the techynology,
in its turn, uses the discoveries of science in order
to make the industry, the economy and also politics.
The technology therefore must be managed from
competent persons, than of its they know advantages
and risks; but I have the feeling that the Italian
political class dell rest to image of the Paese you
still discount a vision Idealist and crociana, in which
science and the technology is not seen like motor
of the changes, but only like ancelle of the high
culture. Therefore it is risked but not to understand
just the time. In my profession they are occupied to
me of all, from paleontology to the genetics; but
everyone of the fields that I have touched has
illuminated the others and of it it has received in its
turn light. They are discouraged in seeing instead
like on these thematic ones continues it are to us
little intellectual interest, because still the
humanistic culture prevails: it is true, II draw a great
pleasure from music, the painting, the literature…but,
estremizzando, this does not help to understand
the world me in which alive and answering to its
problems. We risk that our life grows tall more and
more, but that our acquaintances instead stop
themselves: and it is to this risk that the tv can
obviate, giving to us to new stimuli and new curiosity.

Interview 13, Aug. 1997

q
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Interview to Piero Angela

PIERO ANGELA
“HACER CUL TURE IN TELEVISION DOES NOT MEAN

NECESSARILY TO RETAKE A THEATER ESPACTUCULO”

“SCIENCE ON TV DOG BECOME T O CULTURAL EXPERIENCE”

by

Massimiano Bucchi

To work much, with honesty and competition they are the basic pillars on which the success
of the programs of scientific spreading is based that Piero Angela prepares for RAI (Italian
Televisione Radio). The primary target that persecutes this publishing one is to be able to
provoke the curiosity of the public by the scientific subjects.

In the first place it would want to ask to him
how its writing works, with respect ot the
election of the subject s mainly .

Before nothing, I must make a small explanation :
our country has one consolidated tradition literary
and humanistic, but nonscientific. In order to face
the imposed competition, mainly by the globalización
of the markets, it is necessary that the scientific
research and the technological one mark the
development. In the course of the last century, the
technology has changed our world completely; my
father was born in 1875 and, then, the life of the
people was not so different from the one of the old
Romans.

Thus for example, a natural wealth, like petroleum,
is not worth anything without an invention like the
one of the motor, that makes its use possible. As it
says the proverb, “it is not possible to be rich and
ignorante for more than a generation”. Therefore, I
mean that the understanding of the social and
economic paper of the technology is one of the
pillars on which always I have constructed my

activity like publishing. The second pillar is science
like culture, that really is philosophy, is to say to
the great questions on our past and our future. In
this sense it is possible even to be arrived at
disciplines like archaeology and the anthropology .

How many people work in the writing?

Three writings exist: one of “Superquark”, in that 20
people work, another one for the elaboration and
transmission of “II Mondo I gave Quark”, in the
evening, it has four or five people, and third she is
the one that corresponds to “Quark Speciale”.

Generally they come from journalistic
surroundings?

No, not necessarily. Many have a scientific formation
not even, but that is licensed in humanistic
disciplines, because the important thing is not to
have the specific information relative to a subject in
individual. For that, it is enough  with documenting
itself according to the subject and to contact once
in a while with experts to interview to them and to
request to them that they review what has been
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written up, and who also are what I do with books.
The important thing is to have included / understood
the picture altogether, to know how to fit each piece.

But this often is difficult for such scientists….

Clear that yes. Once a person of the same CERN
requested advice to me because she had to take
care indeed of this, of an internal communication
that she gave to understand the general sense of
the Center to the people who took care of each one
of the microprojects.

The other fundamental element in the work that we
made is the language. I always say that there is to
be of the side of the scientists with respect to the
contents and the side of the public as far as the
language with which these contents are expressed.

The scientists whom they choose to consult or
to verify the material of a program, always
change according to the specific subject?

At the moment we have a team of experts
consolidated, but according to the type of subject
other experts in that field also consult themselves.

Its section “science in the kitchen” has hit to
me specially because it gives the impression
me that it slightly adopts a strategy different
from the habitual one in the spreading, that
tends to show the miraculous thing, the distant
thing…

It is certain, in that case we decided to start off of a
scope very near the daily life, as the kitchen and
the feeding in general, in whom in fact there is also
great amount of pseudoscience, like for example in
the field of the diets.

I have observed that tends not to take in
consideration scientific subjects from the
particular present time, as for example in its
day they were the cases of the crazy cows or I
gave Beautiful.

In the case of the crazy cows probably we were not
in antenna; in the case I gave Beautiful the question

is more complex. When a case becomes of
spectacular form an event, it becomes difficult to

deal with it from the point of view the spreading,

because in these cases the television must follow

“political” criteria like the pair conditio. A program

could not be done on I gave Beautiful  without

inviting to him, but this has made it indeed the

programs of the political present time. For a divulging

program it would have been like facing the round

Earth defenders against those of the flat Earth. We,

to tell the truth, had prepared with this aim a space

on the procedure of experimentation and approval

of drugs, but was nothing comprehensible. It seemed

that we wanted to speak of the subject without

assuming responsibilities. In the end we decided to

make things more “sharp”, like informing what

already at the end of the Sixties the recognized

American institutions more, than take care of

investigation on the cancer, had presented like profile

of the carrier of great remedies: origin of outside the

scientific community, significant publication

absence, etc.

And it is that in Italy there is still much ignorance,

mainly from this point of view on how science works

and his methods, which are the procedures of control

and verification that the scientific community needs,

and on the lack of scientific mentality. I, for example,

have taken care during long time of paranormal

subjects, have learned perhaps more of

pseudoscience “by elimination, as far as methods

and rules, that of science  itself. But in that land

one is with the lobby of the magicians and the

parapsicólogos, that are very powerful, and with other

attitudes that do not have anything to do with the

rationality. Memory to have heard of boy an opera of

Giancar it Menotti, the Medium, in whom this one

said to confess its clients whom any power did not
have that made speak them with its deceaseds,
but that was only tricks. They remain affected very,
but in the ends, even so, all continue implorando to
him” “Good, he is equal, vuélvamelo to do”.
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Its program of scientific spreading exists from
1981. What has changed?

It would mainly say that to the context and the
television in general. Think that then we had a hearing
of than seven million beginning nine more and
average at night. The competition of the deprived
televisions still did not exist, and the same night
there were three or four different programs. Today,
however, the tendency is the one to take to the eight
spectator to and average of afternoon and not even
loosen it until the eleven at night or later. This ends
the variety of the programs and causes that the
programming is extremely rigid. Like consequence,
our program has been extended until containing even
quite different sections among them, and is
necessary to be very kind to the location of the
diverse sections. The analyses of hearing in a
program as ours they are important. For example,
our book section marked a clear reduction of the
hearing, and we have changed it of place, putting it
within the sexuality section, to put it in a species of
sandwich, as it happens with the publicity in the
films .  Recently, in an  intervention  on the problem
of the low qualitative level that reigns nowadays on
great part of the televising productions, one outside

seted out that obligatory all the transmitters to
dedicate a quota of its programming to spreading
and education programs. What it does not mean
the pomposa and traditional culture that seems that
it must impose at all costs to the public by boring
who is . To make culture in television necessarily
does not mean to retake a theater spectacle or a
cultural manifestation. The television has its
specificity like language; at the moment it can also
resort to very sophisticated technologies. The
important thing is to be able to provoke the curiosity
of the public.

Piero Angela

Been born in Turin in 1928. She is pioneering
journalist and in the spreading of science in the
Italian television. “Quark Travels into Science”
was its first work in audio-visual means in the
Eighties. And in the last 30 years it has worked
in the field of the scientific spreading not only
audio-visual, also it has done it collaborating in
newspapers and magazines. It has published
numerous books  related to science. It received
the international prize Kalinga of UNESCO by
the scientific spreading.

superquark@rai.it
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Multimediale Encyclopedia of Philosophical Sciences

PIERO ANGELA
The Scientific Communication

7 May 2002

Nose-dive realized with the students of the Grammar school Classic “Orazio” of Rome

n Scientists and the society

n Characteristics of a scientific divulgatore

n Like explaining a scientific  discipline

n Television and writing

n n n n n Internet and Scienza

STUDENT : Ringraziamo the Prof. Alberto
Angela for being here with we and, before
beginning our debate, we watch one
introductory card.

ANGELA :  The scientific search and that
technological one are perhaps the more fascinating
human activities, because living helps us better and,
then, change our language, our way to think based
on the evolution of the times. However little are in a
position to exceeding the simpler and obvious
shapes of interaction than these matters; to
approach the scientific acquaintance is a hard job,
of iron determination that demands years and years
of application. It means to know the theory, to know
to estimate specialistici methods and languages
and probably for that, in imaginary the common one,
the scientists come seen like svagate persons, is
distracted, incapable to rapportarsi to the

quotidianità. In the last few decades, but, the way

to make science and technology deeply is changed.

Not enough more the genius of the single  one, rather

is necessary resources remarkable financial

institutions, the collaboration and engagement large

equips of students between the States. The

marketing, the sponsorships, the communicative

strategies, becomes more and more important a lot

that the scientists, often, are forced to dealing with

the political power and that economic. The mediation

between science and power becomes therefore

fundamental agent of the scientific progress,

rendering mainly responsible who it is taken care of

scientific spreading, since are demands  the

correctness and the respect for the rules. Not draft

more only than to explain, to  inform without  to

banalize; draft above all to become participates the

citizens making to become transparent objects it
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to you and the possible implications of the scientific
search, so that it becomes patrimony of the entire
collectivity. In bottom is not this the prerogative of
every democracy?

STUDENT : According to She, regarding the
past, the scientists today more are interested
to communicate with the rest of the society?

ANGELA : Today the scientists  much more are
opened towards the communication because aware
of the necessity to be involved the citizens. For two
reasons. In the first place because their financial
searches are known and have the support for being
able to go ahead and then because the society must
know how much can be important the search,
science, but above all the technological applications.
Also the way to make search is changed, in the
sense that not is more the isolated seeker, except
rare exceptions, but rather équipes that they work
together. And interdisciplinary nature is also one. I
take Paleontology as an example. Once the situated
ones were escalated simply in order to try boneses.
Today, when a situated one is found and a medical
report  is found, the paleontologists arrive not only,
but those who is taken care of paleoclima, than the
information that the physical part of recovered
boneses regards not only, but al lare taken care of
vegetables in order to draw from the land all the life
structure, all the sympotoms and all the indications.
It is a po’ like an investigation job, with which, leaving
from one small thing, it is then succeeded to
reconstruct all. Therefore science is changed from
this point of view.

STUDENT: Cartesio says: “science is like one
woman: if he remains faithful to the husband
is honored, if it becomes public gets
disheartened:. Here, as  spreading can be made
scientific, catching up an immense public,
without to banalize the contents with excessive
simplifications?

ANGELA :  I could reassume in a small slogan this
attitude: “from the part of the scientists for the

contents and from the part of the public for the
language”. That is to use, to times, the “show” in

order to make science, but  not to even use science

inorder to make “show” . This is the true one

discriminating .  I always feel myself to  the service

of the investigators in the scientific development,

technological and therefore I use all means available

in order to clear to a great public the things that I

before must understand and study very before

succeeding then to explain them to the others.

Someone has said that it must know hundreds in

order to disclose ten. It is not just therefore, but

sure, if a job is wanted to be made serious, when it

is gone to interview a investigator, must understand

the things that it is making, therefore to document

itself, to read the things that it has written and the

articles that regard its job. In this trade two qualities

are necessary: the competence, that is to

understand the things, for knowing of what speaks

and the honesty in what it refers.

STUDENT: Which is , second She, the level of
scientific culture in Italy regarding the other
European Countries. ?

ANGELA :  We do not have a scientific  tradition

who have other Countries, in particular the Anglo-

Saxon countries, but, in the last years, it has been

an crescent interest in the comparisons of science.

It is looked at also  through the succeeded one that

they have many reviews of scientific spreading.

Between the other also Quark has a its salary that

is leader in the field of the periodic ones dedicates

you to the spreading of science. This means that

there is great interest in the public, also in the young

people. However creed that perhaps lacks an

adaptation the  school to this new impact that has

Science of the technology. To school standard above

all science a po’ for shelves, therefore Chemistry,

Physics, the Mathematics, while it is necessary

instead to make a little philosophy of science, that
is to explain the sense of these things and the
methods above all, because what it fascinates more
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of science it is just the method, the procedure for
which acquaintance arrives itself to one.

STUDENT:  Which are, second She, the
characteristics that must have a man for being
a good divulgatore and which it must be its
preparation?

ANGELA :  The main characteristic is given from
one base preparation, naturally, on science. It is
necessary then to understand if the things are made
seriously or not. Above all to read a lot and to
understand some points key. I have written ventotto
books on completely various arguments, therefore
every time I must make like You, to return on the
“desks”, to study, to read, to prepare to me and
then, what  that I always  make, makes me rileggere
the witnesses, when I have the minimal doubt, from
one specialist of the matter or more specialists.
Recently we have realized a program on Enrico Firm,
therefore on the history of the evolution, the
discovery of the nucleus of the atom. Well the
several sections of the program have been reviews
from five physicists, everyone specialized in a type
of Nuclear physics. Finally, the divulgatore must be
in a position to transferring these  acquaintances to
the public, because, if they remain  to the inside of
a small circuit of specialists, than already knows
the things, then is lacked to the great role. Here the
television  demonstrates a formidable vehicle  in
order to explain to the great public the acquaintance,
than today he is indispensable also in the
international competition.

STUDENT : From when She it has begun to take
care itself of science, com’ is changed the way
to disclose the scientific information?

ANGELA : In particular in the television many things
are changed, therefore  also the way to make
information. While we have more technical means
to disposition. As an example all the computer-
graphic, the virtual studies like that I use for the
special ones of Super Quark. If I watch the old
programs  that I have made twenty or trent’ years

ago, I become account of the jump. Today they would
be, I do not say intrasmettibili, but sure they would
not have that ability to penetration that they have
today. Therefore  from the technological point of view,
we have to disposition, especially for the  television,
one series  of instruments many more important.
Then the public is changed, the much immensest
one who in passed thanks to the school of the
obligation, however my experience me standard that
the persons who are interested of science are not
as well as of the picked persons, how much of the
curious persons. The true push, than door then the
public , but also who makes spreading, to take care
itself of science is the curiosity of knowing, because
science answers today, or tries to answer, to those
that have been the great questions of the
philosophers: “from where we come”, “who we are”,
“where we go”, “as the life is been born”. If it is
believed, Paleontology answers to the evolution of
the life or to the evolution of the man, ‘Astrophysics
say to us as the solar system has been formed or
quite the universe, Biochemistry like are been born
the life and the Neurofisiologia like works the brain,
the thought. Questions that once they were typical
of the natural  philosophers, that is those who were,
al same time, “scientists” also not having of  means.
Paradoxicalally one of the risks, today, for who
makes spreading scientific, is the too much material
one to disposition. There are by now an exterminated
number of scientific reviews, of sources of
information, laboratories and discovered new for
which it must try to orient themselves in all this and
to try arguments meant you for the public.

STUDENT : According to She, which are the

scientific disciplines that can be disclosed more

easy and which instead the topics difficult to

deal?

ANGELA : We of Super  Quark have a problem that
is that one to survive like transmission in as much
as our program goes in first evening on the Net One;
an important  data from the point of view of the
positioning. It is therefore necessary to have of the
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listenings that allow the program to go in wave. This
is one what that must understand well because if
this program did not have enough I listen would
come quickly beheaded and therefore would pass
or to late hours or would be cancelled from the
palimpsest like has happened for many programs.
Draft of a conditioning to which we must but react in
.modo. serio, that is to disclose more comprehensible
arguments to a public not specialized so as to to
attract the attention. I make an example:now for
Quark we begin always with that rubrica that has to
the beginning a naturalistic documentary and then
continue with of the services on several types of
matter. This transmission begins with a beautiful
documentary, than we choose between  the best

productions that sure have always a content of

Etologia, that is of observation of the animal behavior,

but that they are, from the point of view of the images,

a lot attractive. Therefore it is po’ a honey, put lì in

order to attract the spectator in order then to try to

carry it behind until the end. The things could be

complicated, instead, when it is spoken about

Chemistry, because it is a difficult argument. Then,

rather than to explain a chemical reaction, I have

tried to the times to illustrate the advantages of this

discipline, svincolandola therefore from the negative

image that  it has of being tied to the toxicity and

pollution.

q
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Books Written by Piero Angela

1. Title : The extraordinary history of the

man

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

2. Title : Nine months in the ventre maternal .

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

The book is dedicated to one great

adventure : the travel that everyone

of we has completed before being

born, in the ventre maternal,

beginning like a simple egg…

3. Title : The extraordinary history of the

life

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

The authors illustrate in this book the

origin and the development of the life

on our planet: from the appearance

of the first shapes of life to the reign

of colossal…

4. Title : Prizes & punishment s. To the

search of the happiness

Author : Angela Piero

We all stretch to obtain in the life

the gradevoli things and to avoid those

disagreeable ones, also when we

believe to act in “lose interested”

way, ours…

5. Title : From zero to three years

Author : Angela Piero

6. Title : The extraordinary adventure of

the life that is born

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

7. Title : Travel in the cosmos

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

8. Title : Monster navy

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto, Recchi

Albeto L.

The sea represents the primitivo

scene of the life on our planet: nine

you decimate of the evolution have

been carried out under the surface

of the water. However…

9. Title : Travel in the world of the

Paramormale

Author : Angela Piero

What is of true in the paranormali

phenomena? In this book Piero

Angela it collects the risulata one you

of a surveying lead in several

countries of the world. All…

10. Title : The ocean

Author : Angela Piero

11. Title : The country of the clever ones

Author : Tawny Sketch, Angela Piero

12. Title : Within the Mediterranean
Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

Book, that it begins with an

introduction that describes the

evolution of the Mediterranean

through last five the million years,

describes the atmosphere…

13. Title : Travel in the world of the

paranormale. Surveying on the
parapsicologia

Author : Angela Piero

In this book Piero Angela it collects

and it deepens turns out you of one

amazing surveying lead in several
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countries of the world, with the aid of

experts…

14. Title : Squali

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto, Recchi

Alberto L.

Two celebrate divulgatori of science,

Piero Angela and the Alberto son,

accompanies to you from an

underwater photographer of

exception, Alberto Luca Recchi,

comes down…

15. Title : The landscape that will come

Author : Angela Piero, Pederiali Giuseppe,

Angela Alberto Details

16. Title : Alpha and beta. From stars to

intelligence

Author : Angela Piero

Through the dialogue locked and rich

of curious cues between two

personages, Alpha and Beta, Piero

Angela it makes to complete to the

reader a travel between the

thousands interrogated…

17. Title : Travel in science. From the Big

Bang to the biotechnologies

Author : Angela Piero

This book is a travel in the world that

it encircles to us. The idea guides of

this travel is not that one to enter in

the details, often difficult, of

science…

18. Title : The planet of the dinosauri

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

The book fil ler a reportage

photographic from the preistoria:

dinosauri, resisted them flying and

navy, photographed and reproduced

in the atmospheres in which they

lived…

19. Title : It converses of fine century

Author : Toraldo of France Giuliano, Angela

Piero

20. Title : Travel in the mysteries of the

human behavior

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

21. Title : The extraordinary history of the

life on the earth

Author : Angela Piero, Angela Alberto

22. Book : I will always love to you in order,

Science of the love

Author : Angela Piero

Publisher : Mondadori, 2005

23. Book : Mineralogica bibliography of the

Piemonte and of Goes them of

Aosta.

Authors : Angela Marinella, Brizio Piero

Reg. museum Nat Sciences,

Turin, 2002

24. Book : In the cosmos to the search  of

the life

Author : Angela Piero

Publisher : Garzaqnti Books, 1998

q
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Book Review

The Extraordinary Story of Human Origins
By

Piero Angela

Synopses & Reviews

Synopsis :

This important book reaches back 3,700,000 years to tell the story  of human beginnings. By making
use of the interdisciplinary research of paleontology, biochemistry, geology, botanics, physics,
climatology, and other sciences, they unravel the mystery of human evolution.

        About This Book
ISBN : 0879758031

Authors : Piero Angela, Valter
Fogato, Alberto Angela

Conditions : Standard

Dustjacket : Standard

Publisher : Prometheus Books

Subject : Human evolution

Publication Date : June 1993

Binding : Hardcover

Language : English

Price : $28.73

Page Count : 328
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Synopses & Reviews

How far back can you trace your family tree? Most people cannot go beyond their great-great-
grandparents. The oldest written records recount only our most recent past. The farther back in time
we go, the fewer the surviving traces. How can we know about the lives of our ancestors who lived
30,000 – or 300,000 – or 3 million years ago? In the Extraordinary Story of Human Origins, Piero and
Alberto Angela address the many difficulties and challenges in assembling a truly complete picture of
human evolution. In tracing our origins, different “documents” and “evidence” must be used: rock
sediments, footprints, and fossils that were petrified in the folds of the earth over the course of millennia
but have become the object of scientific  study only in recent decades. To piece together the intriguing
puzzle of human origins it is necessary to study all clues that are made available by multidisciplinary
research, including paleontology, bio-chemistry, geology, genetics, physics, and climatology. Like so
many Sherlock Holmeses, researchers seek all possible clues and analyze them meticulously in
hopes of being able to reconstruct the past. Just as a cigarette butt, a hair, or a button may provide the
key to identifying the “culprit” in a detective story , so can the layer of a fossil, the way a rock has been
chipped, or the detail of a joint offer important information on the life, appearance, and behavior of our
ancestors. These pieces are few and fragmentary, ranging from the footprints left in volcanic ash 3.7
million years ago by hominids who walked exactly as we do, to a “Y” pattern on molars and mitochondrial
DNA. But they all provide information on the diet, diseases, hunting techniques, and art of
Australopithecus, Homo habilis, Homo erectus, the Neanderthal, and the first Homo sapiens sapiens.
Written in an accessible but authoritative style, this study includes many lively reconstructions of the
everyday life or our earliest ancestors based on the most reliable data. The Extraordinary Story of
Human Origins  makes availables to a wide audience a unique look inside the exciting world of
research into the study of the beginnings of human life on earth.

q
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Book Review
The Extraordinary Story of Life on Earth

by

Piero Angela; Alberto Angela

Synopses & Reviews

Written in log book format, The Extraordinary Story of Life on Earth  condenses four billion years of
the earth’s history into a single calendar year. January 1st, then, marks the date for the beginning of life
on Earth; however, until the middle of August the only living forms are unicellular organisms similar to
present-day bacteria. Life begins to emerge from the oceans only at the end of November. Dinosaurs
appear in early December. Homo sapiens does not come along until the last minutes of December
31st, and writing is developed only in the final seconds. The reconstruction of this story is based on the
work of researchers in the field of biochemistry, paleontology, astrophysics, cell biology, zoology, and
genetics. It is based also on the many fossil remains of creatures that lived during prehistoric times,
as well as on observation of life forms on Earth today that have remained similar to their ancient
ancestors. The emergence of life on Earth is not a simple story, and cannot always be simply told. But
the authors’ easy-to-follow narrative style, combined with an abundance of illustrations, brings this
extraordinary story into perspective for us all.

q

 About This Book

ISBN : 1573920436

Publisher : Prometheus Books

Date : March 1996

Page Count :  395

Binding : Hardcover

Price : $30.60
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List Price : 8.80 Euro
Availability : Upon request
Publisher : Mondadori, 2002-pp.542 III.

This book is a travel in the world that it encircles to
us. The idea guides of this travel is not that one to
enter in the details, often difficult, of science, but to
supply exactly of the “keys” useful to open sure
doors of access. Angela draft numerous topics: the
universe, the origins of the life, the evolution, physics,
the paranormale.

Book  Review

Travel in Science
From the Big Bang to the

Biotechnologies
by

Piero Angela

Travel in the world of the
PARANORMALE

by
Piero Angela

List Price : 7.75 Euro
Availability : Upon request
Publisher : Mondadori, 2005-pp.315

A precious and imperdibile book for all those who
wishes to document itself seriously on the
paranormale, without to simply try the escape in
the magical one. The book represents the result of
a surveying lead in several countries of the world,
with the aid of experts, scienzati and prestigiatori.
From the parapsicologia to the spiritismo, the
astrology to medicines.

q
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United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization

Address
by

Mr Federico Mayor

Director - General
of the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)

at the ceremony for the presentation of the :

1993 Kalinga Prize for the  Popularization of Science

1993 UNESCO Science Prize

1993 Javed Husain Prize for Young Scientist s

1993 Carlos J. Finlay Prize

1993 Sultan Qaboos Prize for Environmental Preservation

UNESCO, 8 November 1993
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Mr President of the General Conference,

Madam Chairperson of the Executive Board,

Distinguished Prize-winners,

Excellencies,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It gives me great pleasure to open this ceremony for the presentation of the five UNESCO science prizes

for 1993- the Kalinga Prize for the Popularization of Science , the UNESCO Science Prize, the Javed

Husain Prize for Young Scientists, the Carlos J. Finlay Prize for Microbiology  and the Sultan Qaboos

Prize for Environmental Preservation.

I extend a specially warm welcome to the prize-winners who are our guests at UNESCO this evening. I

should also like to take the opportunity to pay tribute to all their  fellow scientists throughout the world,

who collectively deserve some of the credit whenever the frontiers of knowledge are pushed back a little

further. As Claude Bernard once said : “Art is I; science is we”.

I begin the presentations with the Kalinga Prize for the Popularization of Science which was established in

1951 through a  generous gift from the Indian Industrialist Mr Biju Patnaik. It is  right that one of the

UNESCO Science Prizes should honor the  popularizers of science. As science grows more specialized

and its language more abstruse, the task of those who interpret its findings for the non-specialist  becomes

ever more demanding. By the same token, scientific popularization has an increasingly important function

in helping people to understand the world in which they live and to participate in  shaping it intelligently.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

This year’s Kalinga Prize winner is notable for the wide range of scientific subjects he has interpreted to

the general public  and for the variety of media he has emplyed for that purpose, including television, film,

books and the press. He is Mr PIERO ANGELA,  a citizen of Italy.

After working with the Radiotelevisions Italiano (RAI) from 1952 to 1968 as a radio journalist and newscaster,

Piero Angela turned his attention to science popularization – mainly but not exclusively through television.

His output as TV journalist over some 25 years has been as impressive in its quality as in its quantity (he

has produced over 50 one-hour documentaries).

The name of Piero Angela is associated above all in Italy with the weekly television science programme

called “QUARK”. Through this very popular programme and its various   offshoots such as “Quark Speciali”

and “II Mondo di Quark”, Piero Angela has covered a large spectrum of scientific and technological subjects,

ranging from biology to physics and psychology to ethnology. His recent work  includes 8 one-hour

programmes exploring the “marvelous machinery” of the human body and two documentaries on wild life

and the origins of humanity made with his son in Africa. He has also produced 200 “Quark Pills” – 30-

second educational spots on scientific and other topics broadcast simultaneously on the three national

TV channels.
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The scope of his interests, his technical command of the medium and the exceptional ability to communicate

scientific facts have made Piero Angela one of the outstanding TV science popularizers of our time.

Piero Angela has also contributed regular articles on science to the newspaper La Repubblica  since

1980, written many books and articles on scientific topics and is much in demand as a speaker and

debater. He has received numerous national awards for his contribution to science popularization, is

currently the scientific director of the Fondazione San Paola di Torino for art, science and culture, and is

a member of the Italian Commission for UNESCO.

Mr Piero Angela,

In recognition of your outstanding contribution to the public understanding of science, I am very pleased to

present you with the cheque, diploma and medal that go to make up the 1993 International Kalinga Prize.

Many congratulations!

q
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Some of the Photo Features on
Piero Angela
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Piero Angela in Egypt

Piero Angela in Egypt
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